
SECTION 37

Kannada and Telugu Writing

William Bright

The Kannada and Telugu scripts are closely related scripts used to write two Dravid-

ian languages of South India: Kannada (Kanarese, Canarese), in the state of Kamata-

ka, and Telugu in Andhra Pradesh. They are phonologically based, and are written

from left to right. Historically, like other scripts native to South Asia, they derive from

the Brahmi script of the Ashokan inscriptions. Over the centuries, Brahmi evolved in

a variety of ways in different parts of the Indian subcontinent, with distinctive devel-

opments in the south (Dani 1986: 193-214). Among southern scripts, the Kadamba

and Calukya of the fifth to seventh centuries c.e. are especially important. After

about the tenth century, these types took on a homogeneous form: the Old Kannada

script, which was used across the entire Indian peninsula, in the areas where both

Kannada and Telugu are now spoken. By around 1500, this script had diversified into

two closely related varieties, the Kannada and Telugu scripts. In the early nineteenth

century, separate scripts for Kannada and Telugu were standardized under the influ-

ence of printing presses established by Christian mission organizations.

Typologically, the Karmada and Telugu scripts are alphasyllabaries: that is, they

write each consonant-vowel sequence as a unit, referred to by the Sanskrit term

aksara (Ka. aksara, Te. aksaramu), in which the vowel symbol functions as an oblig-

atory diacritic to the consonant (for details, see section 31)- In the descriptions be-

low, note that phonological representations reflect "reading pronunciations," used in

relatively formal situations. Pronunciations used in informal, colloquial speech vary

greatly depending on social and geographical dialect.

The symbols

The traditional order of symbols begins with the "primary" vowels, i.e. those recog-

nized as simple vowels in Sanskrit grammar, table 37.1 shows the independent or

"initial" form for each vowel in Kannada and Telugu, followed by the "diacritic" or

postconsonantal form, illustrated with the consonant 5*/^ L The canonical order pro-

ceeds from each short vowel to the corresponding long vowel. The names of the let-
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TABLE 37.3: Occlusives



remaining consonant symbols proceeds horizontally within each row. Note that,

among the nasals, velar ri and palatal n are associated with Sanskrit, and are relatively

rare in Kannada or Telugu.

There follow, again in order from the back of the mouth toward the front, the oral

sonorants and the voiceless sibilants, as shown in table 37.4.

Finally comes a "miscellaneous" category of sounds not classified in terms of ar-

ticulation, comprising so/^ ha and ^/^la [[a].

In Kannada, when sio m- and cxjj y- occur with the vowels o 3, the consonants

take reduced forms: 'dJ*> mo, oSjl yo. To maintain the distinction between ^ m- and

c3* V-, the sequence vo is written as c^ (see next paragraph). In Telugu, the combina-

tions of o5) m- and c\5d y- with o require a special form of the vowel: Sjo mo, 57°

mo, dSi) yo, c5aJ° yd.

When attached to the consonants ss*/^ p-, "^1^ ph-, and S3*/<i5 v-, the vowels u u

take special forms that start beneath the consonant, e.g. sg/^ pu, c^q/^ pu. This

means that oi)/<^ can only be interpreted as ma, since vu is s3/4). In Kannada, these

special vowel forms are also used for o 0, e.g. 3^3 po, sSs vo.

Characteristic features

As in Devanagari (section 3 i ), a following short vowel a is considered inherent in

each consonant symbol; thus Ka. c^*, Te. 6 is da, and Ka. o", Te. 6 is ra.

Each consonant is represented by a basic consonantal symbol, e.g. z^l6 da, ^16

ra. Consonants lacking the characteristic headstroke at the top are so/^ kha, vJ2t tia,

ul2^ja, '^/^ fia, t}/^ ta, es/es na, ^o/^3 ba, and o/e) la. The headstrokes are absent

from all consonants when the vowels a i i are attached, as is shown below.

Vowels other than a, when they follow a consonant, are written as obligatory di-

acritics, again as in Devanagari. Thus the diacritic for a is Ka. -^, Te. ^^ attached at

the top right, as in uj^/zr da. That for / is Ka. -, Te. - on top of the consonant, as in

sB/^ ti. That for i is Ka. - on top of the consonant plus -e on the right, but Te. - on top,

as in sBe/^ ti.

A vowel occurring in initial position is written not with a diacritic, but with an

independent symbol. Thus initial a is written Ka. ^, Te. ^; initial a is Ka. ^, Te. 05;

initial / is Ka. '^, Te. S2; and so on.

A consonant occurring without a following vowel in final position is written with

Ka. -^, Te. - above it. This is called virdma (Te. virdmamu). literally 'pause'; it "can-

cels" the inherent vowel. Thus a final symbol uil6 would be interpreted as da\ but

with the added diacritic, cjV(5 corresponds to d alone.

Consonants may also occur in clusters, especially in words borrowed from San-

skrit; these may involve both initial and medial sequences of two or three consonants.

In such cases, "conjunct" symbols are used. Most such combinations are formed by

reducing consonant symbols other than the first one in the sequence to an altered

form, adjoined beneath and/or to the right of the first consonant. For example, Ka. ^,
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Te. S t(a) plus cdj/o5^ ya combine as Ka. ^sV tya, Te. ^; Ka. ^, Te. ^^ k(a) plus 0*76

ra combine as Ka. ^, Te. ^9 kra. Other examples are Ka. ^^, Te. ^^ ^^a; Ka. rt, Te.

rt g^a; Ka. z|, Te. ^j cc^; Ka. :i, Te. ^ to; Ka. ^^, Te. ^^ nna; Ka. ^^ Te. ^^ mma.

A vowel following a consonant combination is adjoined to the first of the consonants,

e.g. Ka. ^, Te. i^ kri.

In Kannada, a consonant combination in which the first element is o* r(a) is often

handled in a special way: the r(a) is written with -r to the right of the consonant

which follows it; thus d r(a) + ^ ta gives s'r rta (alternatively, ^).

Note that, where conjunct consonants are involved, the aksara does not actually

correspond to a spoken syllable: thus Ka. rakta 'blood' would be syllabified as rak +

ta in pronunciation, but it is written with the two aksaras dra-\- ^kta.

Correspondences

Correspondences of written symbols to spoken sounds are much as indicated by the

descriptive labels and the transcriptions used above. Some exceptions are as follows:

In the consonant cluster ul2ijha, the consonant; is pronounced as a palatal stop

[j], thus Ka. "i^T^^jndna [jjiaina] 'knowledge' (Te. ^^^ [jpainomu]).

The sibilants "^/^ sa and cSf/^ sa are not always distinguished in the pronuncia-

tion of the modern languages; both may be pronounced as an alveo-palatal sibilant [J].

Consonant clusters involving 3o/^ h as first member are sometimes pronounced

with reversal of the two consonants; e.g., Ka. iB^^cihna 'sign' may be pronounced

[tfinha] (Te. 0^^<;5d [tfinhsmu]).

The Telugu vowel ^ e (and its secondary forms) corresponds to the pronuncia-

tion [ae:] when it occurs in the first syllable of a word which has a ox din the following

syllable, e.g. 'So6> [maeira] 'mansion'. However, the same vowel [ae:] is sometimes

written with (diacritic forms of) ^ a when it occurs in the past tense suffix, e.g.

wiv^ [taigaeinu] 'I drank'.

In Telugu, 6 c(a) and 2;^ j(a) are pronounced as lamino-palatal affricates [tf (fe]

before the front vowels / e (long or short); but they are pronounced as alveolar affri-

cates [ts dz] before the central and back vowels aouin native Dravidian words, e.g.

U'eT [tsaila:] 'many', ar'/t) [dzaigu] 'delay'. Nevertheless, in loanwords from San-

skrit, the palatal pronunciations are used, e.g. 6q)^^ [tfAlanomu] 'motion',

ai^^ojbo [cfe;Anm9mu] 'birth'.

The numerals are shown in table 37.5.

TABLE 37.5: Kannada and Telugu
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Sample of Kannada

/. Kannada: w^V ^o^^
2. Transliteration: bahala hindina

5. Transcription: bAh9[a hindina

4. Gloss: much past

2. rajanidda. a

3. rarc^Qnidda a

4. king.was

desadalli

deiqsdslli

that country.from

kaladalli vidarbhadaUi obba

kailsdolli oidsrh'^^dsUi obba

time.in Vidarbha.in one

bahala dinagalinda bahalavagi

bAh^ls dinagalinda bAho^QDaigi

much from.days much.being

2. kallatanavagittu.

3. kA[[9t9n9Daigittu

4. theft.had.become

/. ^Tid

2. agade

3. aigode

4. not.having.become

idannu

idonnu

this.OBj

konege

konege

to.end

yarindalu

jairindslu:

by.whomever

rajane

ra:(%9nei

king,self

kandu hidiyalu

kAi\clu hirijslu

having,seen to.catch

ondu

ondu

one

dina

dina

day

kallarannu

kAllsronnu

thieves.OBJ

2. hidiyuvudakke hoguttane.

3. hirijuuudokke hoiguttaine

4. catch.purpose he.goes

'A long time ago, in Vidarbha, there was a king. In that country, for a long time,

there had been a lot of theft. Since whoever was doing this couldn't be caught,

. . . finally one day the king himself goes to catch the thief.'

—Beginning ofa children's storyfrom the magazine Candamama, April 1955.

Telugu:

Transliteration:

Transcription:

Gloss:

1. oJ^q^o,

2. vrasi

3. oraisi

4. having.written

Sample of Telugu

miru akkadiki vellinataruvata

miiru Akkstiki ue|[in9taruua:t9

you to.there after.having.gone

nenu ceyavalasina panulu

neinu tfeijsoslosina pAnulu

I must.do works

^1) ^^6aSl3

naku, uttaramu

naiku uttQromu

to.me letter

teliyaceste varu

telijstfeiste: oairu

if.inform they



o
2.

J.

4. "don't.do" although.saying

ceyavaddani ceppinappatiki

tfeiyousddoni tfeppingppQtiki:
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miru vrasinaprakaramu ceyadanaku

miiru uraisinsprokairsmu tfeij^tainaku

you according.to.writing to.doing

prayatnamu

prAJotnsmu

4. effort

cestanu.

tfeistainu

I.will.make

'After you have gone there, having written a letter to me, ... if you inform me
of the work I must do, ... although they say not to do it, I will try to do as you

have written.' —Arden 1937: jz.
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